
What can recipes tell us about past 
people?  
 

Learning objective 

To infer evidence about aspects of life in a past society from original written sources 

Learning Outcomes 

Pupils will have: 

 Participated in debate about what kind of cooking methods and utensils may have 
been used in the past, in the present, or under both categories 

 Read versions of original recipes is in use in Baghdad in the 10th century A.D. 

 Grouped ingredients from these recipes under given headings 

 Researched where these ingredients may have originally been produced, and plotted 
their locations onto a world map 

 Drawn an outline of the 850 AD boundaries of the Abbasid Muslim empire onto the 
world map 

 Participated in discussion about what the original recipes as a whole might indicate 
about the Abbasid Muslim empire 

 Viewed a BBC parody on cooking in mediaeval Baghdad. 

 

 

Resources 

PowerPoint 

Copies of Slides Twelve to Nineteen 

Enlarged copies of the blank world map from Slide Twenty Two 

 

 

 



 

Initial Stimulus Activity or Starter 

Ask pupils to work in a pair. Instruct them to draw two columns on a single sheet of paper, 
heading the left hand column Past and the right-hand column Present (as in Slide Two) 
Within a set time limit, display slides Three to Ten in swift succession, illustrating particular 
cooking utensils and methods. Ask pupils to decide under which column to place the image 
number (that is under Past if pupils decide it is an old utensil or method that is no longer 
used; if it is an exclusively modern method under Present and if it could be both, then to 
place the number on the dividing line between the columns). Lead discussion, taking 
suggestions from pairs before revealing the answers below. 

Answer One = A microwave oven is a modern cooking method powered by electricity 

Answer Two = Iron cauldrons were used in the past over a fire, and are still used today in 
some countries 

Answer Three = A brick oven heated by wood was used in both past and sometimes in the 
present, for example for cooking pizzas 

Answer Four = An electric oven, obviously a modern method 

Answer Five = spit roasting meat, a method used in the past and still sometimes in the 
present. 

Answer Six = A modern spit, using traditional fuel 

Answer Seven = A modern electric food processor 

Answer Eight = A traditional mortar and pestle used for crushing ingredients, but still used in 
the present 

(A point to emphasise here is that a utensil or method that may be available in modern 
kitchens will not necessarily be available in developing or poorer countries. There people 
might still only be able to use a traditional utensil or method. In some cultures, although 
modern utensils and methods may be available, preference might be given to tradition). 

 

Activity One 

Explain that pupils will look at several recipes from a mystery past society. Display Slide 
Eleven, and ensure that pupils understand the different categories of ingredients referred to 
on the slide. Give pairs a copy of Slide Twelve. Give out copies of Slides Thirteen to 
Nineteen. Instruct pairs of pupils to read each recipe carefully in turn, explaining that these 



are original recipes used in the mystery past society. (For differentiation, different numbers 
of recipes could be given to different pairs, or the longer recipes could be given to more 
able readers). As pairs read each recipe, ask them to note down an ingredient under 
particular headings on their copy of Slide Twelve. Also allow time for pupils to research any 
ingredients they have not heard of before, or have difficulty in identifying. Once all pupils 
have completed the activity, lead class discussion about: 

 What kind of diet the recipes reveal these people ate e.g. spicy, healthy, unhealthy? 

 What part of the world these people may be from, and why pupils think this. 

As a practical extension of this activity, pupils could be given less familiar ingredients to 
handle and smell. Care should be taken that pupils should not be exposed to food stuffs that 
pose any risk to their healt,h and are in line with health and safety policies and other school 
guidelines).  

 

Activity Two 

Give out an enlarged copy of the world map from Slide Twenty Two to pairs. Tell pupils they 
are going to research the list of ingredients mentioned in the recipes from the previous 
activity on Slide Twenty Three (these deliberately exclude foods that can be grown of kept 
easily in most climates, such as onions or chickens and goats). Organise access to suitable 
websites where pairs can research specific places at which certain ingredients recorded on 
the copy of Slide Twelve were originally grown or produced. Give pairs a set amount of time 
to write down the names of ingredients over the locations from which they came on their 
world map, using an atlas to find the locations. Different colours could be used for different 
ingredients. The actual locations are listed after each ingredient on Slide Twenty Four . 

An alternative activity could be to transfer the information given about particular locations 
on Slide Twenty Four onto the blank world map using atlases. Invite selected pairs to 
present their maps to the class and challenge them about where they think the location of 
the people who consumed these foods actually might have been, and why they think this. 

 

Activity Three 

Display Slide Twenty Five and point out the city of Baghdad on the map of the Abbasid 
Muslim Empire within its 850 A.D. boundaries. Explain that the recipes pupils read are 
versions of ones from a famous collection used by wealthy and important households in 
Baghdad in the tenth century AD. Pupils could view reconstructions of the city as it may 
have originally appeared from the following links. 

www.reddit.com/r/papertowns/comments/7arvty/a_3d_model_of_early_baghdad_in_the_
8th_century/ 

http://www.reddit.com/r/papertowns/comments/7arvty/a_3d_model_of_early_baghdad_in_the_8th_century/
http://www.reddit.com/r/papertowns/comments/7arvty/a_3d_model_of_early_baghdad_in_the_8th_century/
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Explain that the city was the wealthy and populous capital of a powerful empire ruled by 
Muslim Caliphs, who claimed to govern as successors of the Prophet Muhammad. Draw 
attention to the location of the Viking town of Jorvik on the otherwise blank outline of Great 
Britain, on the map on Slide Twenty Five. 

Give pairs a limited amount of time to see if they can draw the outline of the Abbasid 
Empire’s boundaries from Slide Twenty Five onto their world map, which shows the location 
of the different ingredients from the recipes. Lead discussion about what pairs think the 
map might suggest about the Abbasid Empire (i.e. that people in Baghdad consumed food 
produced from within the empire’s boundaries, but also from outside it, which indicates 
that trade must have existed between the Abbasids and these areas outside their empire). 

 

Plenary 

Show the following BBC video (programme Five- Superior Chef Islam) which is a Master Chef 
style parity of cuisine in Abbasid Baghdad. 

www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/5bKrHbyjjqrRqC1JGYlB3kJ/history-of-early-
civilisations-islam  

 

 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/5bKrHbyjjqrRqC1JGYlB3kJ/history-of-early-civilisations-islam
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/5bKrHbyjjqrRqC1JGYlB3kJ/history-of-early-civilisations-islam

